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Murray, Kentucic‘x, Wednesday Afternoon; Oct. 6, 1948
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PRICE OF MEATS
DROP SIX CENTS
IN Two wEEKs

HAZEL HIGH TO
OFFER COURSES
IN FARM LIVING
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•Six Schools Have Window
Displays On City Square

By United Press
The average price of round steak,
—1
0
New Concord high school was
pork chops and T-bone steak has
awarded first place in the w.ndropped more than six cents a
The Home Economics and Agridow display contest for fire prepound during the last two Weeks,
culture departments of. Hazel High
vention. Guy - Bittington. chairman but the price of bacon has remainschool will offer an intensive course
ot the Fire Prevention Week comed high, a United Press survey
ef instruction to the patrons of the
mittee, announced at noon today.
showed today.
community, dealing with the curSecond place went 'to Murray
prices
survey compared
The
rent interests of farm-home living.
high school, and Hazel high school
charged for the four meats two
The Home Economics DepartPAPA AND THE KIDS—Bing Crosby makes sure that his four handsome sons get off to
placed third. Other schools particiweeks ago and today in butcher
ment will discuss with the woa healthy,start each morning as he personally serves them a glassful of orange juice.
pating in- the contest were Alma
Official
shops in 15 cities across the nanotice
that the annual
men, situations dealing directly
Left to right, tbe boys are Dennis, Lindsay, Clary and Philip.
Training
high school, Murray
tion.
with home environments. The Ag- convention of the Kentucky Farm
school and Lynn Grove high school.
out the
Bacon alone sold for
riculture Department will deal Bureau Federation will be held.
The winning display can be sten
same price then and today, dropwith the crop and livestock pro-,
Nov. 22-24 in the Henry Clay Ho- in the window of Diusteid's fianiping only a fraction of a cent. Sevgram on the farm.
tnre store on the north side of the
eral cities reported larger drops
This course bf instruction will tel was aent county Farm Bureau_
square. A disorderly tsedroom is
but Milwaukee reported an inofficers
today
by
J.
E.
Stanford.
continue through about 10 or 12
shown with 'a woman lying in bed
crease from 57 fo 69 cents a pound.
meetings and is free of charge-. Cer- Louisville. executive Secretary. It
sleeping with a lighted cigarette
Pork chops took the greatest
tificates of attendance
will
be is expected to attract, upwards of
in her hand.
price slash, an average of seven
awarded those qualifying for them, 3,000 farmers, their wives and
Other fire hazards depicted are
cents a pound. Kansas City recordto second base for the Braves. and a banquet will be given at iither members of their .families
•
daily.
BOSTON, Oct.. 6 tUP)—The Bo,ston fourth:
burning cigars and cigurettes baled a reduction of 17 cents a pound,
McCormick
lined
to
M.
Feller
to
Boudreau
Throughout this week the LedHolmes
grounded
out.
the
conclusion
of
the
course
to
all
to
-Louisville.
off/
Indians squared
Cleveland
anced on ash trays next to overfrom 96 to 79 cents.
' Robinson. Gordon threw out Dark,1 in deep left center. Gordon fouled who are enrolled.
ger & Times paper boys are just
This is two Months ahead of loaded waste paper basket's; light
Round steak prices declined an, against the Boston Braves in footown
to
Dark.
Kenner
their
went
all
the
way
Brave
to
write
Torgeson
was
the
first
get
to
able
This
is
the
first
time
the
Agriabout
the time at which the convention cords stretched around the room
average of six cents a pound, the l ball-brisk weather today in the
on base when he walked. Torgeson to second when Elliott threw wild- culture and Home Econdinies de- has been held in the past. Lost
ticket when it comes to enterwith reckless abandon; and a hot'
showed. New York City, opening game of the World Series,
survey
Judly
to
first
on
a
ground
ball.
been
flied
to
Mitchstole second. Elliott
tainment. Free passes have
partments have had joint meetings year delegates amended the organBullet Bob Feller, the Iowa farm
iron standing on thekironing board
a 23-cent drop and Boston,
with
nich
was
out
on
called
strikes.
ell near the left field foul line.
furnished by the local theatres, the
for the farm family. Participation ization's by-Laws to hold the connext to a gallon of gasoline which
With a decrease of 20 cents, were boy who won IC games end loft .No runs, no hits, one geror, one in the program will be greatly ap- vention sci. that it mishit precede
I No runs, no hits, no errors, one
the skating
bowling alley and
had been used for cleaning purthe leaders in the price declines. 15, Pitched foe thoggAmerican lealeft..
left.
inpreciated.
Farm
families
are
rink. At the end of the week, the
the
annual
meeling
of
the'
Ameri- poses.
Indians against
T-bone steak, most expensive of gue champion
Cleveland
0-4-0 Clevelandfifth:
vited to 51Tend all of the meetings can
boys will be entertained by the
Farm Bureau
Federation,
the four meats in the survey, also Johnny Sam, who won 24 games
Murray high school, whose dis1 2-2
Robinsen flied to Iliemes. Henson Boston
management of the Ledger & Times
and
offer
suggestions.
which ie always held the second play is in the window of Belk- Setaveraged a six cent drop. Phaadel- as the Braves charged to the Napitch.
SaM's
first
singled
to
left
on
at
roast
wiener
and
picnic
Moving
pictures
of interest to week in December. This enibles
at a
phia had the greatest reduction, tional league pennant.
tle department store, chose exSalkeki to Torge• Feller sacrifie
Boston. Oct. 6. i UP)—Warren farm people will be shown occas- the Federation to take resolutions
Kentucky Lake.
13 cents a pound.
terior fire hazards as their main
A capacity crowd of some 40.000 son. Regan'going to second. MitchSpahn of the Brves and Bob Lem- ionally and refreshments will be concerning national ur internation•
The fans
The risaalks
theme. One home is shown wAls
crammed Braves field.
flied out to Rickert.
*rates slowly
on of the Indians were named to served at all meetings. If the chil- al farm problems', adopted by its
Bacon. two weeks ago, $.78 today, filtered through ete
No runs, one hit, no errors, one p'tsh the second game of the World dren want to come, a place will be delegates, to the executive session everything. in orderly condition on
filled it
after,
WM.
.
at first, but quickly
the yards and. grounds, a second
Series tomorrow. Spahn won 15 provided for them to play.
of the national organization.
I
Pork chops, 1.90, today. 1.83. de- earlier forecasts of bad weather left'
home is s7iown, with trash strewn
Boston fifth:
games this season; Lemon 20.
The
first
meeting
will
be
held
A special ruling has been made about the yard; and a third home
cline $0.7.
failed to materialize. At game time
Umpires Barr and rummer
Tuesday, October 12. at 7:00 p.m. to provide that voting Celegates
Round Steak, two reeks ago. $.97. there was a cool wind whipping
is shown which was burned to the
went out to the mound to caution
in the gymnasium of Hazel high to the convention will be seated
today. 5.91, decline. $06
the stadium, but it was not un- Feller about blowing on his hands
ground due to carelessness. Porschool. At this meeting the classes on the basis of membership from
T.-bone steak, two weeks ago. pleasant.
trayalit a condition winch has often
fearing it would result in a spit will be organized.
November. I, 1947 to Oct. 31, 1948. been seen in Murray. the display
$1.03, today, $.97, decline $06.
The wind, coming in from the ban complaint. Rickert pot 'the
LONDON. Oct. 6. 0...1P)--Field
-each county organi- shows a traffic jam at the scene of
food chain Charles river, seemed likely to cut
This
is
to
give
Cleveland,
a
large
In
Montgomery.
first hit off Feller, a single down
Viscount
Marshal
zillion representation according to the fire.
rogerl said that the price of down on the extra-base hitting.
the first base line which Robinson
Britain's top commander in World
To Convene
lamb
would
its membership for all of the prebeef,
pork
and
quality
Braves
drew
the
Elliott
of
Bob
S'alkeld
picking
up.
The third-place-winning Hazel
missed
commander-in
named
just
was
War 11,
ceding year; heretofore. the Federbe slashed up to 10 cents a pound scattered applause when he leyed
RicRobinson,
military
to
high school display is in Purclam's
Hogan
combined
sacrificed.
chief of the
ation has operated on a calendar
today Another Cleveland chain a line-drive against the left field
window. The right way and the
kert going to second. M. McCorforces of western Europe t(Zay.
The Association for Childhood
also fence 340-feet away. Feller hit the
year basis.
The Ryarf Milk Company announdesignated iA and Pi said its prices
wrong way to arrange a kitchen
mick popped to Gordon behind socwas
Montgomery
Education will hold a state conEach county gets one delegate
would be reduced.
hardest practice ball for the In- nod base, Rickert holding second ces today, the appointment of J. H. vention in Louisville at the Kenis shown. Included in the, fire
chairman of the permanent milifor its first 50 members and one
One Indianapolis butcher said he dians. a drive to deep center field.
base. Stanky grounded cut. Fel- Walston of Murray as field repre- tucky hotel on October 16. anhazards depicted are careless smoktary rommittee of the five Brus100
members.
later this week.
additional
for
each
price
cuts
sentative
to
expected
su:ceed
Ray
Treon.
Sr
through
The first sunlight seeped
ler to Robinson.
ing habits, an overflowing waste
sels pact natIons--Britain, France.
nounces Miss Rubie Smith, state
At Louisville, Ky , a food store the gray clouds at 10 :ern, as the
No runs, one .hit, no errors, one who resigned on October 1st.
basket nem to the Move. worn-out
Belgium. Holland and Luxembourg
president.
price first fans entered the park.
By-Lawa were also amended to
i
announced
chain
(Kroger
Mr.
Walston
was
born
and
reared
left.
--giving Sim full command of 2,Dr. Laura Zirbes of Ohio State prevent the Board of Directors light cords, uncovered matches, and
cuts up to 14 cents a pound effecIn Calloway County. Graduated at
A play-by-play description fol- Cleveland sixth:
, electric iron.
000,000 fighting men and potential
university will head the afternoon from becoming upwieldy in size. carelessness withthe
meat.
A
cuts
of
today
on
53
tive
lows:
Doby singled to center. Boudreau Almo High School. received his program, speaking on "Meeting the
According .to the judges, the
fotces of 12,000.000 or more.
to
memberin
Directors
arc
elected
said
the
break
company official
Cleveland first:
grounded out. Stanky to Torgeson. B. S. Degree in agriculture at Challenge of Children's Needs."
French General Jean De Lattre
other three schools also had outship in each congressional district.
the hog market was responsible
Western State College and has done
De Tassighy was named chief of
Mitchell after taking Sain's firsS Doby going ta second. It was not
standing window displays. All oi!
convention
The
program
for
the
The new amendment provides that
for .,the decreases.
graduate work at the University
dmonstrated
all ground forcee.
pitch' for a., ball on the outside, a sacrifice. Gordon flied to Rickert,
has been worked out by Miss Lot- there shall be one ter the first them very clearly
The tumble in the price of pork lofted the next one to Mike Mc- Doby holding second. Keltner lin- of Kentucky.
French naval chieftain Vice Adtie Suiter, state ACE program 500 members, a second for ihe next fire hazards and ways of eliminatsurvey
could
be
chops
noted
in
the
He has served as vocational agrimiral Robert Jeaujard was desigCormick in normal center field. ed to Rickert.
hazards. The judges had
chairman.
3.000 and one additional for each ing these
No yens, one hit, no errors, one culture teacher in County high
nated "flag officer of the western attributed largely to the slump in Dobys also flied to McCormick.
In the morning session. Miss, added 5.000. until a maximum of great difficulty in selecting the
farmers
are
hog
prices.
Already
schools, the last 10 years he was at
union.' putting him in charge of
Boudreau fouled to Rickert. just left.
Mary Leeper. executive secretary five is reached. Even under this w'nners.
getting as much as $9 below what outside the left field foul line.
the Kirksey high school, serving
Boston sixth:
port defenses primarily.
All of the fire prevention disof ACE International, will work change, it is possible for the Board
British Air Marshall Sir James they got durlingsathe record high
Sain grounded out, Boudreau to as principal and agriculture teacher with
No runs, no hits, no errors, none
plays will remain in the w,ndows
the
group.
to
have
upwards
of
45
directors.
Robinson. Holmes, going after a the last 5 of those years. For the
Robb was appointed Chief of the level price period in mid -August. left.
Almo
A number of student ACE memAs of today. membeeship in the until Saturday evening. The
Bacon prices a ppe arently _re- Bostrm first:
3 and 2 - I:Mena-Hied toarvlitellell: past 3 montha he has served as
air forces.
bers are eariectitr to go to the con- Federation stands at 55.141 in 11(itsfisig-W•is - at 1..errnarrs, - Murray
balls
Doby.
The official announcement from mained high because it takes two
two
Dark
flied
to
veteran
taking
teacher
at
after
the
Murray
Holmes.
vention. as well as ACE members o
t ifmteheiajsttat
,
ri.2.
This is training school at 'the J. E. LittleNo runs, no hits, no errors, none Training School.the offices of the Brussels pact weeks for the meat to be cured and then a strike, lined to Doby.
from Wcsterri Kentucky branches an increase of 2,323 over the same ton Co.,`- and ry-Rn Gi•ove at the
Officials
nations said Montgomery and his after the hogs are slaughtered.
Robinson
unof
the Ryan Milk CompDark grounded out.
left..
Firestone store.
of ACE. according to Miss Smith.
year.
Thai department of agriculture's assisted. Torgeson was called out Cleveland seventh:
staff would "study tactical and
any state that they feel that Mr.
,
The judges for the contest were
meat
production
weekly
'report
of
techne•al problems of western EurJudnich flied ti, Holmes. Robin- Walken is well qualified for this
on strikes.
Donald W. Martin. district manager
heavy
marketing
of
'-'-s
reflected
the
opean defense."
No runs, no hits, no errors, none son also flied tiS Holmes. Began position and that they feel most
from the state 'fire marshall's ofIt said high-ranking officers of hogs during the past weeks. The left.
lined to M. McCormick.
fortunate in securing his services.
fice, Henderson; K. R. Duncan.
production
of
pork
last.
week.was
other nations, presumably includNo runs, no hits, no ertors, none
Cleveland second:
Mr. and Mrs. Walston and daughstate insurance agent; and Mrs.
ing the United States, would work 112,000,000 pounds. compared with
Gordon Was called out on strikes. left.
ter live on the College Farm Road,
Henry Holten, art teacher and
105,000.000 the week before, and Keltner got the first hit of the Boston seventh:
with the staff.
commercial artist.
hog slaughter was up 11 per cent.
'nson
Vats—k,ft
field
Torgeson
groundsd
out,
Ro
single
down
a
game,
Prizes will be awarded Saturfoul line. Judnich flied to Holmes, to Feller who came overfast' to
day afternoon in-frool. of the court
iteltncr holding first. Robinson make the play, Torgeson stepped
house, at Oa- end of Fire Preven'grounded out: Torgeson unassisted. on Fellei's right toot as he stepped i ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKtion Week activities,
No runs, one hit, no errors, one on the bag but Feller wont righti YARDS, Ill., _Oct. 8 (UP) — LiveTho fire _prevention _posters will
left.
1-brick to the neriunti. Elliottatom-id- stack.
The fiscal court held tneir regbe judged tomairrow morning and'
Feller to Robinron. Rickert, Hogs 4,500: salable 4.000; barsecond:
Boston
cd
out,
ular meeting Tuesday forenoon in
winners announced. in the- afterElliott flied to Judnich in- short popped to Boudreau behind -Baird ',raw, and gilts 50 to 75c higher:
the chambers of County Judge
noon.
right. Feller was using, mostly base.
• . Pt) to 260 lbs. 24.50-24.75; top
Pink Curd.
curve slow balls, and called On. his
No runs, no hits. no erros, none 24 75; virtually no heavier weights
The court voted to appropriate
Deliveries of merchandise to the fast one only occasionally. Rickert left.
here. 160 to 190 lbs. 24-24.50;
$200 to the Farm Bureau to help 123 Kroger stores in the, Southern
flied to Doby. Salkeld struck out. Cleveland eighth:
lighter kinds very spotty. 130 to
pay a stenographer's salary for the Illinois territory serviced from the
hits, no errors, none
flied ,150 lbs. 21.50-23.50; 150 to 160 lbs.
runs,
no
struck
out.
Mitchell
No'
Feller
coming year. Routine business was company's warehouse in Carbonleft.
to M. MCCormick. Doby fouled up to 25; 100 to 120 lbs. 1850-22.
discussed and taken care of
dale has been halted by e strike CleYeTand third:
to Rickert.
Tiie Jaini Varsita ate. Murray
!sows mostly $1 higher; 400 lbs
which started last Tuesday. Henry
Began Was safe at first when ElNo runs, no hits, no errors, none! down' 21.25-2350; heavier kinds
State College will;-play the UnieerNiemann. Kroger branch manager, liott fumbled his easy grounder. left.
fgaa_ttf Tennetsef 'Junior tofterpaa
118.50-21; stags and boars steady;
said.
Feller, after failing to sacrifice in Britton eighth:
Martin. Tenn., at 7:30 tonight, in
stags mostly 14.50-18; boars 12.50Because of a. lack of merchan- two attempts. struck but. Mitchell
Salkelci walked and Masi ran for
Use r
Gutchin StaJt7i 'on
15.
CPTCAGO, Oct. 6 UP)—Produce:
sacrificed
the
dise, it has been necessary for the tailed to Elliott, Began holdirig him
M. McCormick
Cattle 5.500: salable 4,500; calves
Pc41trre..) 'car, 31 trucks. Market company to close a number of first. Hegan stole second. i Doby Felk4 to Robinson. Masi going tr.
'
-1120o all salable. Opening trade
unsettled for chickens, steady for those stores, he added.
grhundetssLotiLkeek to Torgeson. second. Stanky was purposely pass
•
ver-y slow; little done on steers. One
hens. Plymouth Rock freyers 39;
Mr. Niemanli said that approxiNo runs, no hits, one error, one eel and Sisti ran for him. Sain
load
of better than average med-1
Plymouth Rock broilers 38; White mately 100 members of Local No. left.
flied to Judnich, the runners hold
ium steers steady at 26; common
Rock broilers 38; colored broilers 64, United Constrticticfn Workers, Boston third;
ing their bases. Masi we; nearly!
heifers and
mixed
35; White Rock springs 34; Ply- affiliated with the U. M. W. left
M. McCormick poped to Boud- picked off second, Feller to Bond- land medium
steady.
Stocks higher Li moderate trad
mouth Rock springs 35; colored work when their contract expired reau short left field. Stanky 'pop- reau, and the Indian manager pro- yea rllags_ J 8.50-25, about
springs 30.
ing.
last week.
ped to Kellner. Sam n fouled to Rob- tested the decision. Holmes singl- „tows opened steady but slow. Common and medium 17-19.50; canners
Bonds higher: U. S. governments
Cheese: Twing -40 to 41: single
Negotiation* for renewal of the inson hear the first base stands. ed down the Ilift field line. scoring
•:"..=
•
daisies 43 to 44; Swiss 80 to 63
did not trade.
No runs, no hits, no errors, none Masi. Sisti went to . thfrd. and and cutters 14-17; bulls and vealcontract have been in progress
'.
Butter' 418.152 pounds. Market for several weeks, but the com- left.
Curb stocks 1010Ter.
Holmes to second on the throw in. ers steady; medium to good bulls
NEEDS BIG BERTH TO SLEEP—The 45,000-ton battleship
Chicago stocks irregukarly,higher.
steady. 93 score 66 1-2; 92 score pany and the union have beep Cleveland fourth:
For the first, time there was ac- 21-22.50; cutter and common 17-20;
nation's
in
the
largest,
rests
U.S.S. Iowa, one ._of the world's
vealers 28-34;
65; 90 score 62 1-4. Carlota 90 score unable to reach an agreement on
Silver (looted in New York at
Boudreau struck out, Gordon tivity in tNe Cleveland Indians goed and choice
biggest drydock, in San Francisco. as he goes throuaLthe_.
63. 89 score 60 3-4.
cents a fine _ounce. up 1-4
wages and hours, it was reported. singled, to center for the second bullpen. Dark grounded out, Kel- efenmon and medium 18-27; heavy
big
battle"mothballing."
The
her
for
preparing
stages
first
slaughter calves funding restricted 4
Keltner struck out tener to Robinson.
Cent.
'
Eggs 5,977 cases_ Market steady
Kroger representatives met agaih hit off'
line
with
the
new
save
money
th
deactivated
to
wagon
was
to firm Extras 70 to 80 per cent A last Friday with union representa- and Giiir On stole st.cond on the
One run, one hit, no errors: W.:6 inquiry.
Cotton futures steady.
It
teces
program.
training
warfare
Navy anti-submarine
—Sheep 3,000:,palable 2,500; open58 to 60; extras 60 to 70 per cent tives. and another meeting is sch- last pitch. Judnietrilied . to •Holmes. left.
Grains in Chicago: Wheat. corn,
$25,000 per day witli a full crew to run the Iowa in normal
ed abibut Meaty on slaughter
No runs', one hit, no errors, one Cleveland ninth,
A; 53: standards 41 to 48; current eduled for Wednesday, Mr. Nieoab, rye and
soybeans futures
_ operation.
left.
•_
receipts 37 to 40; checks-44 to 35.
Masi went in to catch and Sisti lambs.
mann said.
higher.

FARM BUREAU
CONVENTION TO
BE IN NOVEMBER

Boston Braves Take Opener From
ClevelandIndians By SmallMargin

. MONTGOMERY IS
NEW COMMANDER
WESTERN FORCES

HOMAS
silfikcIN
ES
MANN
day

•

carriers for the Ledger &
Times
imes are being feted this week
with a daily program of activities.
National Newspaper Week, which
is being observed from October
2-9, was set aside, in part, to recog'
•
ka
nize news boyar throuitiout the
country.
Newspaper carriers form an important link in the chain of gatherling the news and finally getting it
to the people. The boys who deliver the daily newspaper have a
strict sense of devotion to their
duty. Whether rain or shine, the
boys are always on the job, and
make sure that their customers receive a paper every day.
The Ledger & Times now has
eight per carriers ranging in age
from 10 to 13. Some of the youngthe
er boys just started, while
older ones have been with the paper since it was converted to a

Vol. XX; No, 95

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

J. H. WALSTON
APPOINTED FIELD
REPRESENTATIVE

ACE
In Louisville

7.13ties.

Fiscal Court
Meets Tuesday

STRIKE FORCES
CLOSING OF
KROGER STORES

Junior Varsity
To Play Tonight

1177

PRODUCE

MARKETS
At A Glance
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PAGE TWO

HAVE
HOME-PRODUCED FRUIT

FARMERS COULD

Wetherby Opens Good Will Seal Drive

THE LEDGER & TIMES -PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAy PUBLISHING COMPANY

Most farmers might consider
having more home-produced fruit,
thinks Prof. A. J. Olney, head of
the horticulture department at the'
College of Agriculture and Home, ,
Zeunomics, University of Kentucky.
Ile doesn't advocate large Orch: '
erd.4, of home fruit-just a few
apple. peach and other trees, and:
some' strawberries and bush fruits,'
such as grapes, currants and gooseii
berries. All can be grown with lit'
tie work arid expense.

Donsolidaten of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times. and The
ElInas-Herald, October 20, 1lite8, and the West Kentuckian January 17, 1941- •
W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER

PitddieheA,ufterstoon. accept Sunday

at 103 North 4th St., Murray, Ky

ttered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
Inonth, 85c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3 50, elsewhere $5.50.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITNIER CO., 903 Sterick
Building, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan., .
Chicago: 80 Boylston St, Boston.

Ave.

THE KENTUCKY pans ASSOC:ATION
-to the Editor
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters
w Public Voice items which -in but opinion are not tor the beet. interest
ed our isatiars.
Wednesday Afternoon. October ti. 194S

Murray Receives Double Honor

•

Three to six apple trees, givete:
.
proper care, including' sprayink
would produce 25 to 50 bushels, or
enough for almost any family, Prof.
Olney explained. Peaches do well
in Kentucky. Bearing while young:
they live 12 to 15 years. A fei,ii!
should he set out every three or'
four years.%
Prof. Olney noted the grovedig.
popularity of dwarf apple
Their fruit is as good as any, and. •
they can be sprayed and their fruit
picked from the ground.
In Kentucky, fall setting of trees
can be done until the ground freezes, and the trees thereby become
established and ready to grow by
spring. There is eull time to order
trees from nurseries, for setting in
November and December.
Strawberries and bush fruits are
set in the spring.

trees.

Murray was honored recently- by having the • presidencies of the two outstanding professional state organizations located here: Dr. Hugh Houston received the presidency of the Kentucky State Medical Association and
George Hart was elected as president of the Kentucky
Bankers Association.
_Glen Doran was elected vice president of the Savings
Bank division of the Bankers association.
These elections, are an honor to, Murray, because only
men of ottbqantling ability are p4i.ced in these positions
of responsibility_ Both' Dr. Ho .ton and .31r. Hart :tr..
local 'Men and all the towus ople have watched their
progress both locally- and)il the state ethgnnientione
• Since the two profes •ons., medicine•and banking. art:
so outstanding. Murptv will receive much valuable pub•licity on 'account - these men..
as been, said that ,the rest of the state
Many .times
doesn't know-that the Purchase is in existence. With thes,
two me.n...iesuch influential positions. Murray and the re
of WeittOrri Kentucky will be placed on the map. ,
"ltY, county- or-state is known by the individual ii?r.
• alities .that come from that locality. 'The more that
ocal men receive statewide -reeognition, the better known
Murray will become.

Lieutenant Gewgaw Vietherby opened the Geodw::1 Industries of
Kentucky Seal Campaign by buying a sheet of Seals from Jane Vick,
Goodwill worker, and urging all Kentuckians to make any contribution
FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE—Theser six men of the pennant-winning Boston Braves are
eady and rixin• to go in an effort to return the baseball world championship to the
senior circuit in the World Series. Left to right, they. are: Bibby Sisti, Frank McCormick,
Ez.r1 Totgeson, Alvin Dark, Ed Stanky, *pd Bob Elliott.

of

they can to the employment and training
the state's handicapped
persons.
The campaign for funds•was officially opened along with NATIONAL
EMPLOY THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED WEEK. October 3 to 9,
as proclaimed by the President of the United States and the
of Kentucky.
Goodwill Industries, giving employment and training to handicapped
and disabled men And women throughout the state, is not aftiliated.with
any other fund raising organization, and is dependent on the support and
.------- generosity of the people 'of Kentucky for its continued success and
expansion.
All citizens of Kentucky are urged to purchase these seals and do
their part in. providing training for the state's handicapped men and
Womeq by helping bring them to Goodwill Industries.

Governor

Agricultural' Scientists Spend Full
Time To Find New Uses For Cotton

CAPITOL COMMENTS
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• Here :r. K:.
By David
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:•: pr,.s
is
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••
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explain the purpose anti platform. Depe•crats thi art
•
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the Kentucky Stases Rights Demo- Derre•crete. lc ea. rs who have ;reed
Bzistan Braves,.that sufTered a severe blow to its
the loss of Jeff Heath because
0
pro,r..mua
0
Trio
cratic Party may be presented to
o: a fractured ankle °Ceti to right, Mice McCorick. Tommy Holmes and Clint Conatser
pie
tne
.e pc'
the people.
cv.11 carry the load in the World Series. while; oath (right end) will be watching from
Ihas taken place in S.)
great schism
the sidelines. ,
nearIy
With vtry little effitrt
the national Democratic Party. The
party has been split into two wings. 1.500 signatures were secured t • a
F .d-tral g •steeo scend tcitit devasting effect here in
Northern and Southern. over%twe petition t.) put the Slates R.gt.t- be .;doe eci
h,u1 of- '. K.ntey upon the pollUcal necks
; •.,
- • -a, •z.
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c
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Editor's note: .This is the sec- by swelling cotton fibers.
ond of a series of three dispatches
One of the most important dison the southern research labora- coveries made at the laboratory
tory at New Orleans and its work was a dye test for showing immain improving the product ef south- ture fibers.
ern farmers.)
Since thousands of fibers in a
By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER
single boll are attached to only
United
Staff Correspondent one
some become immature
NEW ORLEANS, Oct. 8 (UP) through lack of nourishment. tin'
Agricultural _scientists, working in mature fibers have thin walls.
a four story brick building with where% the mature fibers, under a
in one wing, are using all their microscope, show a thick wall.
technical know-how today to help" Through "differential dyeing.'
cotton compete with cheaper, man- thin-wall fibers appear greenish
made fibees.
while the healthy, fat fibers have
They form the staff of the south- a reddish hue.
ern regional research laboratory.
The process gave valuable inlocated near the shore of Lake formation to ntill4s who needed
Pontchartrain on the outskirts of fabrics which Would dye an even
New Orleans.
color. Chemists at the laboratory
When they moved into the new now are trying to relate it to debuilding in April. Mil, cotton
termining maturity. arid if thiel
just started to get out of the suk- can establish the test's relelbi
plus-Commodity classification.
it will be
service to plant breedBut with the coming of World ers as well as mill men.
War II. the-department of agriculOne war-tinn• discovery of southture hurriedly transferred reSearch ern regional research laboratory
on cotton to the nation's wartime scientists which has not found a
needs for the south's main crop
commercial market is a new allWhat they accomplished made
cotton gauze bandage that will
congress feel it had justified the
stretch, yet cling tighter than orspending of taxpayers' money on
dinary gauze. It was used by Navy
four regional laboratories in the
hospitals for dressing elbow and
United States.
knee injuries. The bandage is
Returning to domestic research
self fitting and will cling to irafter the wee cotton scientists at
regular surfaces. It is made by
the southern ,laboratery pooled
chemical treatment of regular open
their wits on putting cotton ahead
weave gauze.
of rayon for tire cord.
Another war-time development
'Cotton by nature still possesses
which has been converted to COMepormous. advantages over rayon
mei-el:a use is the partial acetylain launderability, strength. duralion process of rot-p_roofing cot-sewer-el-etherton
properities." Dr. Walter M. Scott.
Cotton bags treated by this prodirector 'of the laboratories,
"But, unless strides in cotton cess now are used in water-softentechnology keep pace with those ing systems. They remained in
being made in rajem technology. good condition under adverse dr=
rayon might eventually be able to cumstances more than a year. Orwithin
overcome all the present advan- dinary untreated bags
a month. tages of cotton."
Through this technique, they
With his. staff working actively
on the tire cord project, Dr. Scott turned. out watertight fabrics,
v I, tri9ipeacetinie,---entr -he used
sird-he iteTieved reseal-r
ig-Ivo-ad
put cotton in a strong position to for awnings, tarpaulins and other
weather-resettint material..
meet competition.
During the war, when rubber
t
was scarce, scientists at the New
Orleans laboratory produced a watertight fire hose, without rubber,
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BIRTHDAY PARTY HELD
DESPITE QUARANTINE
MILWAUKEE (U.P.) - Sandra
Frederick.. 8. enjoyed a-birthday
party despite the polio ban in Milwaukee for children under 12.
Sandra was not daunted when
her mother suggested she had better skip the party she had planned.
She had her party although not a
single youngster turned up at her
home.
Here's the way they celebrated.
The' children all stayed home, observing the quarantine, but they
waved their best greetings to Sandra. Older brothers and sisters delivered presents and Sandra aclinawledged them with waves and
gleeful .shouts Her mother delivered goodies up and down the block.
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FEELS RE'S ABUSED
DEDHAM. Mass. c U.P 0-Albert
Theberge. 29. complained in court
that $30 weekly welfare aid wasn't
enough to support his wife and
three children while he spent three
months in jail awaiting trial on
larceny charges

Ca

Wise

Fin silt 52nd Strest
NEW YORK (1.1P)-When Patrolman James Giuldner tried to stop
an early morning brawl on 32nd
Street. New York's Swing Street.
he dropped his pistol A nattilydressed bystander grabbed it and
fled.
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The

Courier-Journal of Tneaday.
October 5 had A cartoon or a bird
scratching but close inspection retreated that it was not a Democratic rooster. but a capon on •
dung 1,111.
Now sJI interests are putting up
every kind of subterfuge to lead
the common voters from the parts
that has for IS years brought them
out of potern, and want into a
better land to live in Don't be
fooled, but arrange to vote and sed.^'
everyone to vote that is interestei.
In protecting small business and 'N
consumers oho bye by daily labor.
It Is only four more Tuesdays until ;
the election when our way of life ;
will he protected kir four more t
years or we mill pass on to an un- i
knoon administration of the sort
that has never been In sympathy ;
•
with the great common people
Vote. Vote, Vote
T. O TURNER
1
(Pot advt)

V

THE HOST BIG STEP
TO GET AHEAD
IS GETTING EVENOUT OF THE RED
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a result of a tongue lashing
at Russia by British Foreign

Eecret-ari, Ernest r.e7tn
(above) before the U.N.
General As:tcmbly in Parisi,
the MO:,e07/ press has ac-him of laying the
irsis for a schism in the
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Fire, but fire also pets out water, -which
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PORTLAND. Me. U.P. -A giant
hubbard squish was the pride. of
the youngsters at the Children's
Hospital who tended. their garden
all summer from cots, wheel chairs
and crutches. Just befere*Ohe harvest. thieves wft• through the
gairden helping themselves to the
„the summer's labor, infruits . rif,
cluding the. prize squash.
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G*It ahead finoncially by
first getting even. Consolidate bills with a friendly
loan from us.

October 3-9
Frazee, Melugin & Holton
Insurance Agency
Murray Insurance Agency
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MILWAUKEE (U.P.—A rumpled, bespectacled, mild little man
waited politely until a mob of Milwaukeeans wedged themselves into
:, 5 p.m. bus.
As he stepped up to the bus
door, it swung shut, almost pinching his nose. He rapped' for entrance.-

small guy. "Get in or get left," he
said.
-the bus moved on. Then a pas.
senger leaned siover the driver's
shoulder. .
"That was a heck of a way to
treatMayor Zi:•idler," the passenger
whispered.
„e
-

but they 'come dose▪ to it. They
have had their third set. Two boys
and one girl were born "unaccompanied."
THIEF COLLECTS PENS

Mineolz, N. V. 111.11:l—Someone
stole over fountain pen, bot,pecket and desk types, from the offices
Three Pair Make Full House
of Nassau Ceurity'a district atterPOTOSIO, Wis. I UP,—Three pair ney. J.mes N. Gehrig. Office workmake a full house at the Clarence ers learned of the theft when a
Grudgingly the 'driver let him in, Stohlmeyer home here. The Stohl- secretary. missing her fountain pen,
but he snarled a warning to the meyers don't always have twins asked to use theirs.

Mrs. Algie Tidwell spent part of
last week with Mr. and Mrs. Freed
Tucker and family.
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MAYOR PROVES POLITE
BUT BU$ *RIVER ISNT

Mr. and Mrs. Andy Carter and
daughter and Misses Attie and
Carlene Lamb spent Saturday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb and
family.
_
Mrs. Gusta Logs remains' very ill
at the Murray Hospital.
Mrs. Esther Smith and. _Mrs.
Ethel Stone and Mrs. Hassie Cloys
and Miss Altie Lamb and Mrs. Aisle Tidwell spent Wednesday with
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Cloys.
Mrs. Allen Page returned home
from Murray Hospital and remains
about as usual.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Copeland
were Sunday afternoon callers of
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Dixon.
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IN OLD HEIDELBERG—American screen stars Ann Sheridan and Cary Grant pause outside the European Hotel to
discuss their parts in a new movie that will be filmed in the
Heidelberg area of Germany. The picture's title will be "I
Was a Male War Bride."

FARMING IN
WASHINGTON

near the end of the year. Officials
concede that such a decline, timed
with another round of bumper
crops, would have a depressing ef1949 061,100k
fect on grain prices.
Farmers can expect the economic
It would .affect milk and dairy
weather ta remain fair and sunny products much less, since milk prothrough most of next year, accord- duction would be seasonally low
ing to Agricolture Department of- at that time.
ficials.
Exports of farm products will
Last weak. Department econom- probably decline further next year,
ists predicted that large personal due mainly to dollar exchange
Incomes will peg demand for farm troubles of. importing countries.
products in 1949 near the record This year, exports will be moderlevels of the current year. They ately smaller than in 1947.
expect that disposable income will
In recent months, the Departcontinue near the record annual
ment has been hedging its predicrate of 186 billion dollars—about
tions with a great many cautionary
10 Per cent above 1947- -attained
ifs and but's. The new outlook
during the first half of this year. statement is the most positive and
Only storm signal on the horizon cheering note to be sounded in a
right now is the possibility of a long while.
slight drop in consumer incomes
However, it's • good idea to remember one thing— precautions
are not always infallible.

Sunday afternoon callers of Mr.
and Mrs. A. L. Bazzell were Mr.
and Mrs. Lyman Dixon and Dale,
and Mr. and Mrs. William Carter.
Mrs. Bernard Jones is recovering
from an operation Saturday at
Mayfield hospital.
Mr. and Mrs: Truman Pea and
Mr. and Mrs. Ferry Lamb and son
were Sunday gaests of Mr. and
Mrs. Jess Darnell and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gray and
Mr. Ira Gray spent Sunday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Jennings Turner.
Lista Finney spent
Saturday
night with Frances Kirkland. •

THE THIEF IS UP A TREE—Brother coon, out to steal the
last watermelons of the season, ran into K-9 Rover and beat
a hasty retreat. Photographer caught this scene of an angry
dog crying vengeance, while the coon„ who knows what's
good for him, clings to the uppermost part of a mighty
feeble-looking tree In a Georgia watermelon patch.

Reports to Agriculture Department last week indicated that
farmers are preparing to store their
own crops by building additional
facilities wherever possible. Even
so, officials fear that many may
be caught short.
Department experts are also
turning worried eyes to 1949 when
CCC may have to take over sizeHere is Kentucky Bell, folks. Isn't
able qualities of grain iii settleIt wonderful that I am here again.
ment for price support loans.
Yes, I am down here in the county
If next year's crop is big, that, on
with my old neighbors and Ole
top of a large 1948 carryover,
Maid. Oh my how time do fly and
would really create storage headthings can change' the old home
aches. If CCC has to store corn'
place. It doesn't look like home and
acquired under loan in commercial,
the old road gone and a new highelevators a lot extra hauling and
way going by. Now the tall weeds
cost would result.
have taken the home and it could
Several top USDA officials are
back like it used to be; but all
planning to speak at storage dem- be
the children are pane and it. can
onstration meetings in the field.
never be home again.
to warn farmers to do everything
Mr. andMrs. Virgin Clayton and
possible to build more storage.
This top has high priority at children of Mt. Pleasant are now
AFBF's Board meeting in Chicago visiting Mr. anr Mrs. Zolan Clayton
and children of Memphis. Tenn.
this week.
Kentucky Bell is now visiting
relatives and friends around her
Stabilising Prices
How to help stabilize prices old home place at Macedonia.

"RenkucNq "1-3e11e's "Hews

Brent Williams and Miss Lee
Evens were married Saturday, September 25. in Mississippi. Kentucky
Bell wishes for these kids many
happy years to come. You both
come over on North 13th street
some time to see your old cousin,
Kentucky Bell.
Many thanks to you Mrs. Sam
Paschall, for your comments on my
letters. So keep on reading them.
Mothers and daughters take much
interest from the wonderful sermon
that was preached Monday night by
Rev. John Morris at the Murray
Chirst of Christ.
Mrs. Nollie Smith and Miss Ruth
Lassiter were in Benton Thursday
and Mayfield Friday.
Storage Blues
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Oliver and
through governmental money and
A lot of farmers may be singing
children and Mrs. Jim Simmons of
credit policies is a subject attractthe grain storage blues this fall—
near Providence were Sunday visit-T
ing a great deal of attention in
fee Blact-roaught may help that heedand, next year, government calors of Mr, and Mrs. Adains of near
Washington these days.
itchy feeling if the only twee you tad
cisls may join in.
Almo.
beadeeby is because lit constipation.
,
Since AFBF first proposed crea• Witen-Drattght, the friendll lanstive, ii
With bumper crops in the spring,
Mr. and Mrs. Almo Burton and
tion of a national monetary coinusually prompt and thorough when taken
Commodity
Credit
keep
their
to
Corporation
13
Veterans
who
fail
grandchildren and daughter. Mrs.
ea !greeted. It costs oray • parkas or lees
mission to study possibilities of
• dbee That's why It has been • beetprohibited by its new' charter from
such action, back in March. two beneficiary designations up-to-date Andye Crittenden of Detroit. Mich.,
with four senerations. It you ere
acquiring
new
storage
space,
and measures (S. J. Res. 240 and H. R. are, in most instances. missing the are now visiting relatives and
as lots of
troubled with such
•pretisk headache. usymptomsmonsimh
from leasing land on which to put
insurance, friends in this part of the country.
UMW. 0111114 fa rue, Madyleemtem.
7l213) to establish such a commis- true intent of their GI
new
bins
(AFBF strongly opposed
'mental blames& bed breeth—and 11th...
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Thorn and
sion have been mtroduced in Con- VA insurance officials at the Colsymptoms are due only to toothy...too—
these restrictions last June, when
umbus (OA Branch Office declared Children of Springfield, Tenn..,
th= has where Blast-Draught Cta do toe
gress.
Congress °It'd the charter).
you. 054 a package today.
were the weekend guests of Mrs.
It now appears a pretty safe bet today.
•
Many GI policies still list origi- Thorn's parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
that next season. Congress will
make a full review of exhisting nal beneficiary designations. al- Simmons. Murray.
Kentucky Bell and daughter, Mrs.
money .atiel credit taws. This study theugh • the veteran's dependent
Direct Rents Kentucky to Michigan
was recommended by the House status has since changed. VA said. Pernie Mae Thorn and children,
Fastest Time-Tarn Buses — Shortest Route
Banking and Currency Committee thereby denying insurance protect- Mrs. Lee. Mr. and Mrs. Martin
All Seals Reserved — Radio for Your Pleasure — Pillow Service
just before adjournment of the ion to those for whom it was in- Flood and F. C. Shoak were in
Daily Schedule — Lv. Murray 11 00 a m., Ar. Detroit 5.45 a.m.
tended. In addition, many veterans Paris. Tenn.. Saturday.
special session.
Fare $1065, without tax — Make Seat Reservations Early
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elkins of
Specific objection should be to fail to list contingent beneficiaries
For Information Call
encourage a coordinated money or change the designation where Providence. Mrs. Sam Paschall and
Murray Bus Terminal
Paducah Bus Terminal
and credit program, said the com- the original beneficiary is now de- daughter of Hazel. Route 1, were in
Phone 456
Phone 004
.Murray Tuesday.
mittee. The committee apparently ceased.
Former restrictions as to the
Mr,__• and_ Mrs,. Roy Johnson_ Mr..
has in mind possiblity of revanIP-ing money and credit policies in an naming of beneficiaries have long' and Mrs. Dan Washburn were Sunsince been removed, VA offieials4 day afternoon visitors CI Mr. and
effort to brake inflation.
This proposed study would not added, thus affording veterans the Mrs. Charlie Johnson of Kirksey,
be as comprehensive as the mone- widest latitude in their choice. All Route 1.
Miss Lucille Washburn of North
tary commission sought by AFBF. that is necessary to bring beneficWe have a supply of Cyanamid on hand so you
Purpose of such a commission iary designations up-to-date is a 13th Street left Sunday, September
can prepare your plant beds this fall.
would be to prevent both the ex- visit to the nearest VA- office or a 19 for Louisville where she makes
tremes
of inflation and deflation, letter to the Branch Office Insur- `her home slaking . nurses' . training.
Burs your bed the chemical way.
I let you all rest a while and
ance Service over the insured's sigover the long pull.
Organized labor and the U. S. nature.
tell you about my round trip round-Chamber of "Commerce are now
-Veterans assigned "C" (claims) 1111s part of the world , in next
showing keen interest in AFBF's numbers by Veterans Administra- weeks letter.
proposal. Many observers expect tion are urged to memorize them or
Kentucky Bell
East Main
Telephone 207
that between now and January, in- at least keep them available for
terest in the proposed commission ready reference when they write or
will continue to spread.
call VA about their benefits.
Use of °C" numbers speed up
Property Taxes
service to veterans, VA said.
tax
headThe farmer's property
A number is issued to each veteaches are -going to get worse be- ran applying for compensation,
fore they get any better.
pension.
schooling.
On-the.-job
Agri4ture Department made training or other VA-administered
M-G-M's big-hearted
this statement last week, AS it benefits. The number, appearing on
drama with songs!
reported that farm property taxes his case folder, will identify him
are now taking 96 cents per $100 in VA records the rest of his life,
of value, compared with 90 cents end may be used by dependents of
in 1946 and the record of $1.54 set ter his death.
in 1932.
"C" numbers often are the only
Last year was the first since means by which VA can distinguish
value
$100
of
1939 that taxes--'per
one veteran from another. With
have gone up
some 24,000,000 veterans names in
Farmer's property tax bill has
VA's files, many names are dupli•
been larger in each of the last
cated thousands of times over.
4 years. In '47, index of realestate
Q. I _would like to change the
M G.M's big musical MA
taxes per acre was 25411909-13
equal 1001. about 15 percent above beneficiary on my National Service
in kissin cuddlin'
I'.
••
1940 and 43 percent over 1944 All Life Insurance without letting the
TECHNicoLop—
lime high-water merle was 281 old beneficiall' know about it. May
I do this?
A. Yes. A veteran may change
in 1929.
the beneficiary or beneficiaries of
Kline to Speak
NOWNVIO
AFBF President. 'Allan Kline. his National Service Life Insurance
at
any
time
without
their
knowSenator George Aiken (R. Vt.
author of the permanent price_stip- ledge 'or consent.
port law, and Agriculture Secres..,, "Q. One of my arms was ampuWALLACE
FOR
IN
DRIVE YOUR
tary Charles Brannon will be guestsaated because of injuries received
speakers at the National Presi while I was in the armed services
Club in Washington on October 8. during World War II. May I select
JANE'
They will discuss farm price sup- the type of artificial arm I want
ports and the relationship between and the firm I want to '4ily it from?
ELIZABETH
CARMEN
A. Yes, you will be permitted to
agriculture policies and the nation-

Cu Black-Draught
Help You
When You Feel Logy?

Ex-Service Men's
News

BROOKS BUS LINE

ATTENTION TOBACCO GROWERS

Calloway-county Soil Improvemetit
Association

Ending TONIGHT

We put
the wrench to
work where it belongs!

THURSDAY
and Friday

Our men know your car from bumper
I to bumper and pride themsel4s
on the quality of their work.

CAR

A FREE ESTIMATE

NOW

Dublin & Denton Buick
Company
Maple Street

Phone 500

select the artificial arm of your
al economic welfare.
It is believed that Mr. Kline's choice, but it must be purchased
appearance will represent the first from an approved prosthetic applitlme that the leader of a farm or- ance manufacturer under contract
ganization ha; addressed the
Club.with Veterans Administration.
•

BEERY
P0WELL
H.TAYLOR • MIRANDA
XAVIER .

t./BERT

1,

.
T ME 11\ICI.00A
.
1.1 TOBACCO COMPANY

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combinedl
at

You May Still Buy
On Easy Terms
On September 20th government credit regulations
Went into effect. This regulation was not meant to stop
installment buying, but to curb inflation.

Only 20% Down Payment
is

now required on the purchase of Furniture
Appliances, and you may take up to

or

15 Months To Pay
You may still buy articles selling for less than $50.00
on the same terms as you did heretofore since they are not
covered by the regulation.

Below Are Listed A Few Examples
of the Down Paymentsjlow
Required
•

$100.00 PURCHASE REQUIRES . $ 20.00 DOWN
-$150.00 PURCHASE REQUIRES . $ 30.00 DOWN
$400.00 PURCHASE REQUIRES . . $ 60.00 DOWN
$500.00 PURCHASE REQUIRES
51 00.00 DOWN
This advertisement is printed to clear up any confusion existing regarding the Federal Credit Regimlation.
You will always find at this store the same old-fashioned hospitality
and service that you have alwmlleserved — where Quality and fair
prices in Nationally-known names in FURNITURE for homes are offered for your-approval.

IT'S OFTEN SAID —
'"Too get more for your furniture-dollar than any other dollar you spend."
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Club News

,Social Calenduri

Locals

Nlission Study Claps
Of Methodist Church
Holds Discussion

The Mission Study Class under
Group No I of the Woman's !
direction of Mrs. A.'D. Butterths.
Council of
he First Christian
Church, Mrs. Clyde Jones, group , worth held its first class Tuesday
leader, met on Tuesday afternoon' Aternoon at three o'clock
at the
us the home of Mrs. C. E. Broach,
First Methodist Church
N. 16th Street,
A short buoness meeting was
Mrs Clatus Dodd brought the
conducted by airs. A. F. Doran.
devotional to the group and Mrs. I
president of the W. S. C. S. Miss
Walter Baker was program leatier.
Alice Waters led the opening praychoosing as her subject for discussion. -Panama and the Virgin , er.
The discussion led by Mrs. ButIslands."
terworth was on the subject. HaThe hostess served a delicious
waii from the book "On Our Own
refreshment course to 20 members
Doorstep." Te devotional was led
of the group and to Miss Ruth Ashmore, guest of the greup and gen- by Miss Ruth Sexton.
erals president oti the Woman's • In charge of the program was
the Wesley Service Guild which
Council.
was presented in the form of a
radio broadcast concerning • the
Group No. II of the Woman's
Hawaiian Islands. Those
taking
Council of the First Christian
phursh. Mrs. W. J Gibson, group part were Mrs. Bernard Bell, Mrs.
R.
Moyer,
E
Mrs. Cecil Farris, Mrs
leader, met lan Tuesday afternoon
at 2:30 in the home ad Mrs A. P. Bobby Grogan, Mrs. Charles M.
Mrs A. L. Kipp and Mrs. John T.
Bonner on West Main Street. .
Irvan.
Mrs. M. D Holton presented the
devotional of the afternoon and
Mrs. R. M. Pollard spoke on the
subject -Panama and the Virgin
Islands."
•
- Ilse- hostess presided at a lovely
social hour in which 12 members
of the group were served.

Cora Graves Circle
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Davicl....Winslow
' The Cora Graves Circle of the
College! Presbyterian Church met
last evening at the home of Mrs.
David 'Winslow at- the Disciple
Center.
"Fowtdations of Faith" was the
subject of Dr. Ella Weihing's interesting and informative talk. Mss
Grace Wyatt was in charge of the
devational.
Refreshgoents were served by
Mrs. Winslow to the following
members: Dr. Weihing, Miss Wyatt,
Miss Lydia Weihing. Mrs, James
Wyer. Mrs. Don Brumbaugh, Mrs.
Jack Relate. Mrs. Frank Helots,
Mrs. Harry Hawkins, Mrs. Monroe Holmes. Mrs. Rex Syndergaard
and guests, Mrs. Sam Smith and
Mrs. William Aeschbacher.,

WE

Tuesday, Octuber 5

Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

Groupi 1, 11, III
Of Woman's Council
Meet Today

Activities

• LOCALS
—Mr. and Mrs. John Martin of
Decatur, Ill.. arrived- Tuesday for
a visit with his mother and sister,
Mrs. Vickie Martin and Miss Katie
Martin, 300 North Fifth street. They
will also be with relatives in
Stewart Canty.
••
Mr. and ars
' . Ronald Churchill
have as t Jests. their daughter, Mrs.
Tommie Walker and Mr. Walker,
of Seltner. Tenn. Mrs. Whlker is
the former Miss Sfinnie
Lee
Churchill.
••
Ralph 'Robinson and family of
Nashville, were in Murray Sunday
visiting his father. Sant Robinson.
and grand-father. C. D. Holt, and
Mrs. Louise! Dick, Poplar street.

The Womans Council of Christian
Service of the First Christian
Church will meet at 2:30 as follows:
Group 1, Mrs. Clyde Jones, chart"
man, will meet with Mrs. C. E.
Broach, 16th street.
Geoq,p II, Mrs. W. J. Gibson,
chairman, will meet with Mrs. A. P.
Bonner, Main street.
Group III, Mrs. H.C. Corn, chairman will meet with Mrs. .J. H.
Coleman, Main street
A 'dinner meeting of the Delta
Department will be held at 6:30.
All members urged to be present.
to hear the guest speaker.

•

Blul

Wednesday. October 6
The regulat monthly meeting of
the Murray P. T. A. will be held at
three o'clock at the high schwa

TWO-WAY DESIGN—Two
way arrows neatly outlini
this rib-knit sweater by /le.
signer Jane Irwill. It is
fect for school or sports

Thursday, Oclober,7
The Business and Professional
Group of the First Christian Church
will meet
prssiae.
at 7:30 with Mrs. Deism
Lang•ton,South Eight Street, Mies
Margaret
Campbell,
Chairman.
will
The Young liatrom Group of the
Persons howisig it
for'
First Christian Church will meet
at 710 with Mrs. Robert Jarman. the society page and Maria
Man Judy Allbritton is chairman. calendar are requeeljted to

per:

NOTICE

1-"FOR
ard
and
won
'15th
•e •

N4-15111F
wasl
ouni
ing :
•
—hl

Mr. and Mrs. Voris Wells have
gone to Houston. Tex . where they
plan to make their home. They have
was
Miss Frances Sexton, gave the
been Murray residents for several
closing prayer.
'a
FOR
years.
The next class will be held Tues, .er,
• •
Tbusaday, October 7 ' call the Ledger & those ofday, October 12 at 2:30 p.m.
Sell
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Taylor are
The Garden Department of the fice, telephone 55,
Rob
visting the latter's mother and sis- Murray Woman's
notice,
Club will'ineet at
_
ter, Mrs. Lottie Diuguid. and Mrs. 2.30 at the Club
- FOR
House. Hostesses
Katherine Kirk, West Main street. will be Mesdames
011ie Brown,
The _ Taylor's have spout several
Clopton. H. C. Corn, Freed
"Parr
weeks
in
Little
Rock,
Ark.,
and are Cotham and Maurice Crass.
IN A LIGHTER MOMENT—U. S. Secretary of State Georg
enrout
to
their
home
in
Washing1,1 2,at to lo toe 'roadie's
C. Marshall puts away the cares of stale tanporarily aitIC
ton, D. C.
tunenianal monthly Pabst MAO•
The American Legion Auxiliary
enjoys a joke with Mrs. Vijaya Lakashral Pandit, head of the
• •
sou= has fowal the soar,
will meet at 7:30 at the horn, of
Group No III of the Woman's
Indian delegation to the United Nations. during a reeeptioh
DUI IP 3-sal teeD Tee NA
Mrs. Norman Hale and baby Kent
,and
Mrs. Alton Barnett.
Council of the First Christian
was Wags iota•r
a
s
given by President Auld of IfTS.h011.
Overby, have been discharged from
Distribeted by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
of two 55711:
Church, Mns H. C Corn. group
Or?
the Murray Hospital, and are
Saturday, October 0
',WI WNW sae tams se IRVIN
leader, met on Tuesday afternoon
CHAPTER TWENTY-FOCR gocd old caveman approach, is it? home, 107 North Tenth street. 'at
saut u awes be5p swims
The Captain Wendell Our; Chap•• dAu
sn°14
i.
at 2.30 in the home ef Mrs. J. H.
porta= pale, tA) Wu*
That
sounds
•
•
a bit funny. from
ter of the D. A. R. will meet at the leeetb
SUSAN Stood quietly at one
"'SRI'Coleman on West Main Street.
lit••IstA• dee'
"4
Mrs. A. Carman, 1505 Main street. home of Mrs. Slmue Beats all 111:10 i appeabe, aid eliteellek Wig
side of the kitchen. She did
=
Rev. Robert E Jarmae. mirtister
His hands were on her shoulders
bald up realassariers=11
not Understand Much of this now and he gave her a little shake returned from Clinton. Ky.
, Tuesof the First Christian Church. was
001Iw• CABTX:1!
day,
Use
our
where
Class:flee
she
to
Ads
emphasiz
— They
was called by th.e
e his words. "Leas not
the guest speaker, choosing as his She knew that Celia had
sae ticicamfiediy Wed& n
• % • ibe
ttiri
those certata ttasf, get C
subject. -In Cnity, Strength" At thrown a bombshell when she being funny. Iamb, and the sooner 'illness of her father, Mr. Will get the business.
May
you realize that I'm jealous as the Clark.
'851Relatives and frieads gathered the
cooclusion of the talks Mrs. announced she was Marrying devil. and that I'm
completely
••
at the _home of Mrs. Alice Mar.nir.g Ralph Woods
brought a most InFOR
Win Mallory. She knew that, mad about you, and refuse to be
to henor her on her Seth birthday, spiring
Gene Boyd spent last Week-end
responsib
devotional.
le
for
my stations unless
60x1
all right.. Sunday, October 3. with the five
in
Memphis
and
you
behave
yourself.
attended
the
Mrs Coleman and Mrs. Claude
better
the
It
anal
Rusty . turned toward the door
generations present
Murray State-Memphis State, and
Rowland served as joint hostess and she cried out in alarm. 'Oh. will be. for both of us!"
And though his tone was,
Those present were Mr and Mrs and- served
Ole Miss football games.
but Rusty — our plcnica' We're
a delicious refreshhis manner almost teasing, there
Herbert McElhiney and sons. Mr: ment
••
course to 18 members of the" going fishing—and it's too late!" was a look' in his eyes
that
aod Mrs . Ben E. Ledbetter and
Mr. and Mrs Dick Hagen of
Rusty stood still for a moment. her he was more than halftold
group and to the guest Rev Jarin
daaehter. Nashville, Tesins Mr.
then smiled down at her, his eyes earnest. For just a moment
man.
she Louisville, are guests of her mother,
affectionate and warm.
an Mrs. Woodson Henry. Mr. and
was a little frightened. And then Mrs. W. H. Graves, West Poplar
"Sure we are, pal. but I don't she laughed and kissed him.
Floyd CougilL Mr. end Mrs
street.
imagine Celia will vault to go--" said. "All right, I'm properly arm
Billie Hutchins. Metropolis. Ina Masquers
•• terrihe began.
es-al and docile. So if you'll unhand
Mr. and Mn. Milton Henry and
Pfc. Bobbie Rumfelt, who is
Susan turned to Celia in quick me. sir. 1'11 see about
packing a
Anita. Clarissa-ales 'Fenn.
alarm. "But you said you'd go!"
scheduled to leave for Germany
lunch."
- Ilitren Henry. Mr. and Mrs. Em"Of course I'ra going. I've never
The Masquers Dramatic Club of
this week. from Bergstom Field.
broken
premise
men Henry and Oliver. Mr ar.d the Murray High School will . hold
a
to you, have I?" WHEN she had packed the bat- Texas, is a'
Murray boy, and his
Susan's
small
face
was
once FT tered old wicker hamper that mother:
Mrs. Charlie Henry. Mr and Mrs. an -Open House" for the acquainMrs. Zelna Rumfelt and
Otis Henry and Rezella Mr and tance o few members,.-sat the more radiant, and s h e turned had seen many years of faithfui son. Ray,
have gone to the Texas
eagerly and politely to Win. "We're sers ice, because
the Bartletts were Field
Mrs. M. W. Henry and Children, school at 6:45 th:s. evening.
going on a picnic. Mr. Mallory, a picnic-loving family.
to pay him a visit before
Win stood
Darthy. Linda and Max. Mr. and
To form new ideas.
and
we'd
be
very
pleased
oduce adif you up. lifted the basket and made a his departure.
.6.
Mrs. Rafford Henry and son Ray. ded interest, entertain old i.nd new
cared to go with us.'
Mrs John Ryan has returned
grimace.
Win smiled 'down at her ahd
Mr. and Mrs. Sam McCutchin and members and the guest members
-We won't be gone for more home following a three
months
Judy. Mr. and Mrs. Jim McCuiston of the facility will be the purpose said with every evidence of delight. than a week,' will we?" he
sugii
with relatives in Santa Monica,
-Well. now, that's splendid! Thank gested.
•
r.u
t'hildrc n. Tommie. Dan. and
of this re.eeting.
California
you. I'd like It very much!"
"Don't worry about my having
Anna Bell. Mr and Mrs. Beauton
William McElrath, presider.t pro-I
Rusty hesitated at the clearway Pecked too much
food.
Fitts Mr. arid Mrs Harice Miller tem, wal preside. Refreshments
and said awkwardly above Susan's starved by the time We'll all be
!NEW FE.trt*ELS--For new
we get to
and grandson.
.Brown or Blade Calf
will be served with the oid mem- head. "I den't know whether you Nakey's Lake!" she assured him
"new look- _awns in Leis
will care about it. Mallory—"
Mr and Mrs Jimmie affetchins bees acting as hosts.
He
winced.
"You're
not
,
going to
'Iew fall cire:..3. Kay Dunhill and
**Celia's
gong,
Isn't
she?
Then
Nakey's Lake, darling?" he prodaughter. Mrs. Randa ManThe clebs.. is planning new and I'd care a lot about
keasared catty-cornered
It.- said Win • tested, as though he found
rang, Mrs. Eula Smith.
the
II
inIttor.s. deep shawl collar, I Parks. Macon Newport, Gilbert /letter ptodpctions fur . the people In a tone that added as definitely thought almost painful.
Durward
as words multi have done. -And
"It's the nearest lake that has
and a ftrely p:eattd Adz_ t. Coch. Mrs Irvin and R C Millen of this corrununery to enjoy during that's
that."
the coming school year
any fish in it," she pointed out
It seemed to Celia that the big, reasonably enough.
old-fashioned room was filled with
"Oh. but look here, why don't
a conflict of personalities and we drive across
Azalea, and on
.a1
'Ideas: thaugh in reality there was down to the dockto
where my boat's
no scund at all until she herself tied up? There's sure
said hurriedly. "Susan, you run gas for the day, andto be enough
we can go
along and feed the pets while I down river, where Randolph
and
Pack a lunch."
Susan can catch something really
"IT. go along and help her. With exciting. There's not
How con they help ill When Gold (Red)Cross
•
a fiefs at Nisthe menagerie she s got, it's quite key's big enough
•
to use for bait
•
offers
a chore," said Rusty, and with for what you can
such
irresistible
,
young
shoes
catch off the
Susan's hand in his he went out of Point in a boat."
•
designed with Career Girls in mind.
the kitchen.
When he broached the matter
For a moment after the door to Susan and Rusty.
All
Celia saw the
have
those
twistand-betwe
en
had closed behind them, Win instant stiffening
of Rusty's face
stood looking down at Celia. and as the protest rose
heels you love. Each style
in
she had the craziest feeling of but Susan, saucer-eyed his mind:
Fit-Te
shyness, as though she wanted to citement, fairly danced with exsted. See these and
at the
run away from him: but when he prospect of going out in
•
a
boat
to
other
new fall styles.
•
moved and took her in his arms fish! And since the
whole plan
•
and held her closely and kissed had been the proper
celebration
• •
her, the shyness seas swallowed up of Susan's completio
n of the school
in a tingling ecstasy that was year. and since she
was the guest
halfway between delight and pain. of honor, her enthusias
m overrode
•
"Ina afraid," said Win after a Rusty's and Cella's disinclina
just 'A bat you've hers %, ant
The NAOIPIT
.
tion
heady excited moment, slipping to accept Win's suggestio
•
n.
ing—a coat that isn't too
REM
a finger beneath her chin and tiltWin's car was parked in the
ing her face upward so that he drive. He hoisted the hatnper into
0.0 sport). Here it is--it goes with
Black or Breen Suede,
could search her eyes,"that you've the trunk, and Susan into
practically everything believe it or
the
been a bad! girl, my sweet!"
rumble and Celia in the front seat.
noir It's covert! Prietty scalloped
"I don't know what you mean." by which time Rusty had joined
an
she murmured inanely.
.
yoke and four-gore swing back.
enchanted Susan in the rumble.
Win's head nodded toward the
Peter Pan collar. Set-in pockets.
door that had closed behind Rusty. TWO miles" from
the highway
tufted sleeves. Sizes 11-211. •
I and .he said softly. "You've been A the
road
flirting with that sr o Vila man. well-constructended at a small but BLACK FOR FALL—This
ed boathou.se, with creation, designed by Kay
haven't you' Aren't you ashamed a pier theusting
a long narrow
of making a fool of him?"
finger out into the swiftly movine Dunhill, features side shirCalia's Color burned hotly and Week river.
rings that mark the hipline
her eyes }Lashed with anger as she
As Win unlocked the door and find triplets of buttons.
drew herself frnm hls arms:
thrust it open, Celia looked into Done
in Tricolido rayon
"I haven't flirted with Rusty. the dark
MAYFIE LD, KY.
interior and aims sed
and I can't quite see any girl the shadowy
crepe, it has long sleeves
forms
a
of
row
at
COLORS:
making a fooLef him." she pro., twdicanoes.
small
and French cuffs.
tested. "He Is — immune to wo- a spkedbaat and mahogany ty of
the larger cruiser
men—"
Black
Win walked along the narrow
guard-plank to the big double
tipped bark ha han aeome doors that opened
Brown
out over the
WThtilead and laughed gaily.
water When he had flung these
"Oh. my peer sseeet!"
chided back, the marninii sun poured into
Green
SAVE the cost of shoe leather, guard your health and add
comfort to
her intelligence gently. seeming to the place and
Celia saw that the
your outside activities, by using
deny
her
the
poseession
uf any. .cruiser was a handsome one. far
Grey
"You surely weren't taken in be largeta than she
anything so—so cnrny a.s that" lieved this river would have beRuby
could accommoWhy. it's as plain as a pikestaff date.
,that the man is 'mad about you."
Win stripped off taapaulin covTan
Celia sald- icily. "You are being ers, turned the
I
engine over, asWe carry both these brands anaimilire‘the
very silly! Rusty and I are friends. ,tire
tiniest stock of Rubber .
himself
Flat Blue
but not even old ones I like him full, and then the gas' tank Was
Footwear in town
ramp
back
in
them
fairtv well and he toh rates tee— wain:: lightly
"Well, shall we go!".
that's all!" •
Susan WaR shrill with excitement
SUPPLY YOUR NEEDS NOW
"Getting breakfast for him every as Win steadied
her into one of the
morning, part seeing him day in two wicker
bun
ring chairs at the
and dav out. veer healing for him stern
Keeping your shoes dry adds life to them
zraenally chareetta Nyin 'flnisted were _ols- the vessel where there
built-in
tackle
boxes and
for her smoothly.
everything
"All taglit.'tweet. I won't tease want Rustya fisherman could
followed Susan. anea
you But you're mine new, and I Win drew
won't .stand for any monkey bus:- driver's Celia up front beside the
South Side Square
seat.
neat
von h pa rs" Despite the
israrmtlfand temederneee'in tile voice
MAYFIELD, KY.
(To be continued,
*he Se Was on tale of steel in it.
(The cactrartre4 In this serial are
fictitious/
•
-#P • rteaa laughed at him. "That's Irrn 1I1•01
, Ars &die
Mill
•

ther

until far-

Women now find 2-wq
help for old Esobino

-CtaiY-BARTLE
by Peggy Dern

• Friends Honor
Mrs. Manning On
89th Birthday

CROSS-SHOES

1'
Club To •
Hold Open House
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I

• Remember Our
• Purchase Days
Oct. 7-8-9
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$3995

BALL BAND and HOOD RUBBER FOOTWEAR
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PACE FIVE

ELASSIIIIll

USLIHE

and Save Money
FOR SALE-Five bird dogs, 11
months old. Registered. Sponkey
Creek Boy Stock!---Leo Alexander,
OtIlp
Route 3, Murray.

For Sale

k

1N-Two
y outlint

sr tee deIt Is per.'

r sports

SIRS for'
d social
*oci to

ntii

itOR SALE-60 ricks of dry oak
• -.stove wood, 4 miles down Pine FOR SALE-Bedroom and kitchen
ia.'..Bluff
road from New Concord- furniture. Must sell by Saturday.
e 06p Especially nice for your lake cabNee Taylor Smith.
7eseain. Priced to sell-Mrs. Bettie Ov'FOR SALE-1939 Chevrolet Stand- erby, 107 North 6th St. north side
ard 2-door, with heater, good tires apartment. Phone 1088-R.
08p
c."
4
. and motor. You can ouy this car
worth the money, See it at 107 S. BALDecrei ACROSONIC PIANOS,
15th St., Murray, Ky.
only WS up. Visit our new store,
•-ss
622 Broadway, Paducah, or 323
seNHIPMENT OF SPEED QUEEN South 7th, Mayfield-Feezle Piano
washing machines will arrive arSales, Western Kentucky's largound October 10. If you are waitdistribuest exclusive piano
ing for a Speed Queen see me soon.
030c
tors
• -Murray Appliance Co, at Self
Wastengette Service,
010c FOR SALE-New 5-room house
4,s•
1118 Mulberry
SALS-Hammer Mill & mix- with bath, Located
Darnell at
ee er, in 21'32 cinder block building. St., city. See Ralph
08p
afternoons.
place,
with pr without building. See
Rob Marine at ,Kirksey.
07p
FOR SALE-1 large kitchen cabin- FOR SALE-Registered bird dog et, good as new. sold at reasona08p
e.puppies. Whita with liver spots. ble price. Phone 1182-J. ,
"
:
Parent dogs of excellent hunting
quality-John B. Cavite
Phone FOR SALE-China cabinet. Good
1p
c'824-J.
00p condition. 306 N. 5th.
-T'40A11LIAS FOR SALE-All kinds
e and colors. Large type 85c a dosMedium and small type e0e •
7:dozen. See Mrs. Lee H. Gingles, 1
:
;
:enile west of Midway or call
07p

FOR EVERGREENS, FLOWERING
shrubs, landscape work.
Roy
Schrnaus Nursery, Benton, Ky., or
see R. A. Starks, 715 Sycamore,
W
Murray, Ky.

• homes. The mailman and thejmade commanding officer4 of the : issued to officers °reser.
..ration, h
' school bus have to detour now.
299th infantry battalion's cannon :tens uncletec.ed enough the
Lona' guara's chain of commend
Sunday morning, September 28, compeny.
the printery chess of South PleaFor the next four months, guard all the way to Washington.
WANTED-In Hazel area. Ambisant Grove church sellout with hetieeiterters in Horielieu beamed . The guard couldn't chalge rem
tious, cultured woman over 30
Camp at South Pleasant Grovel their teacher, WS. Louis Jones over its choice. The tusks,- service with impersonating an off c er
By Mrs. Sara Smetherman
with car. Exceptional opportuand Miss Leola Erwin presented station owner's- outfit was one of
commissioned him. Ha was.
M. and Mrs. George Smother- Monday. He died in Detroit. His l
nity in local business with Maran interesting progr4n1' tie:er the the best in the islands. 'le was charged under a federal stetute
shall Field Owned Enterprise, per- man .and sons of Paris:ewere Sun- body is resting beeide his wife who local !who stationee Under the
which •makes it illegal to alter a
commended for his good werk.
mits flexible hours. Prefer col- day'night' visitori; with the 'alines' passed away in July etirn Bhe was training of their able teacher the
discharge paper. The lenient judge
Then 1 t April ridden
lege trained person or one with mouser and brother, Mrs. Minnie a niece of Walter Jeckson and program by the class was well prefined him $100 and ordered him to
teaching experience. Write: Box Smeitherman and Mr. and Mrs. daughter of the late 'Torn Ellis sented and we extend congratula- from Washington cancelled his
gne• back the pay check he'd re82, College Station, Murray, Ken- Eugene Smotherman.
Lawrence. The latter was reared tions to the class and also to the commission. The FBI scheduled a
ceived from -the national guard. •
talk with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Caz Humphreys In this vicinity. One of the sons parents and
tucky.
08p
community. The beThe charge under which he was
and daughter, Elsie, attended ser- came from,, California; one sister, ginners' claeseundee
Today,
red-faced
national'
guard
the direction
HATCHING EGGS WANTED -If vices at Sinking Springs last Sun- Mrs. Johnson Scarbrough, from of their teachelli, Mrs. Catherine officials listened to the true story convicted is a misdemeanor, not a
felony.
you have a good flock of pullets day and were dinner guests of Mr. Detroit: and other relatives from Ri:kman and Mrs. Mavis *Cam- in federal court.
. Corp. elcDeugall e discharge from
and feed a good egg mash, we and Mrs. Lee Humphreys.
Louisville. The funeral was by mish will present the program.'
"Captain"
McDougall was a
want to buy hatching eggs from
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Iiumplireys Rev. A. G. Childers and the GosRev. and Mrs. Cecil Page were washed-out aviation cadet who had the army is still an honorable one.
you. See us at once for further in- of Dieroit were recent guests of the pel Airs Quartet sang.
dinner gussts Wednesday of Mr. riscn no higher then the rank of
A new kind of well paper, made
formation-Murray Hatchery, tel- latter's paseets. ,Mr. r.nd Mrs. Rdy
Last Saturday a truck from Paris and Mrs. Ben Hill.
cerporal in the armyi
of .! -el, i on its way. The paper
ephone 31118-J.
014c Copper and other relatives.
carrying a load of logs broke
•
The W. S. C. S. • of the South .Standing
meekly
before
the
e• sheet steel, 22-thousandths of
Many rehitives from a distance through the bridge between Mar- Pleasant Grove will meet
Thurs- judge, he pleaded guilty to doctor- an inch thick. It can be cut with
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY for attended the funeral of William vin Miles' and : Ellis Paschell's
day eVening, October 7 with Mrs. ing his discharge certificate. The an ordinary pair of household scisthe right man in Marshall and
Bole Orr of Midway. _Visitors are papers, totally different from those sole
Calloway counties selling and inweidoomed. In the near future the
stalling well known Crawford ovsoeiety will have an all day ser30
-A
ccrt:
l
u
d
iea
It
0
SS
91,1.1
MS
erhead garage doors to home ownvice conducted by Mrs. Cecil Page
ers, garages. warehouse, factories. • 1-Explodes
35
3 F
ile
t:ace*ed
3
at which Many prayers of the Bi35
Ready
6-To take a seat
A chance to own a profitable busible will be referred to.
17 -Pupil.. Ituri•la•
16-. Wrongful act
a
ness on small operating capital.
12-Ciperstic &OW
It is said -which ever way the
IS -61o4'ommudan
13 elmaii fish
We help you get started. Knowltoe
)4--Curred mooing
win cloth blow it doth somebody
edge of carpentering and con39 Clcietei
1S-Tetra firma
good." We surmise old Satin was
63
me Se te.let•
116-DOrmouse •
struction helpful but not essen- 16-1'osnahlp
41 -Place SCSI
oab1761
happy because Shelbyville was ore I
42-Circuit
/9-7Ook
food,
For
full
details
write
Crawtial!
of the towns that voted wet recent43-Man from
90-Metallic sound
ford Door Sale• Co., 421 Fulton+ ti -color
Olasgcll
ly. Oh, Mothers and all interested •
44 Congers
22 -Tellurium faymg I
011c
Ave., Evansville, Ind.
in the welfare • of hmaiiity . let's
23 -Beckett
47
1 -51
'n" Oorlot•
24--At Ulla *otos
follow the Bible for the welfare of
15 -Clete array
13_c
- Ores portico
4
,
17-Alienates •
millions living and unborn genWilts
fa-Above
erations and work against liquor.
• 90 -peer In Ilegluse
99-To burn

Wanted

L South Pleasant Grove

""'" Cl

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

•

We have

nice selection of

SEED OATS

SEED BARLEY

SEED RYE

SEED WHEAT

Services Offered

SALE-Baby buggy with
is, storm shield. Good condition. Can
"-• be seen at 408 N. 6th St., or call
ROWLAND RetrIgeration Sales,and
.851-W.
07a NEW CONCORD CEMETERY-In- Servicie. Supper& Phone 0934.
spection and business meeting will
?OR SALE-Excellent building lot, be held at the cemetery Thursday, Basel Ill•bway, sae block south
00x150 fts on paved street. Rea,- October 7, at 2 sem. AU persona oe etymology 114rem.
„onably priced. Phone 1097-W. (511p
interested urged to be present. Oep
! DECORATING CO.,
•
111,0000••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COMMUNITY
painting inside arid outside. Com•
plete decorating service. Contract
or hour. Cell 995.X-i. Free estimates.
tf

When You ,
Need

also ----
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5

2

13
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7

•

9

14
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23
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53

2

11

SO
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FOR RENT-3-room furnished apiirtment. Newly decorated. 800
Olive.
00c

/5-'
/

,

•/

3

ee

4
t,
4

Ms
7

'
44

•

Waslied•aut Cadet
Makes Good But
Bad In-Hawaii

Amu In 1•46•11 1••••• 14.01aste.1•EL

7-1See birds
16-Chtld
9-King of Bastian
10- -of the
Satire- ,Hardyl
ii Wigsa ma
17-Sten of approval
20 -Slee*Cese,
ga relents
31-Camila by ear
23-Surfaces, aS
street
24--V1••1 organ
16- Mork of
pure tuatlon
21 1.red
2A -More saccharine
30 -Vine fruit,
It -Former dual,
°nigh-lent
12 -Piernentleas akin
53- Eepea
performance
.4 ,
it •-,4.
SO -Abbey head
/9 -Part of -to Ce"
4•-nigh cards
42 -Man a 11111110
......cret agent
45 -Behold,

e . By Jade Darby
United Prom Staff Correspondete
Honolutu (UP.) -The Hewai,
national guard needed a good off,- ,
con to take over a cannon company
on the island of Maui late last year.
'It looked as though 28-year-old
Paul A. McDougall was just the I
man. According to his record. issel been discharged from He., A.-ni:.
Air Force as a captain id.i.i.,- nearly ,
five years of army service
,
The guard thought it might take
him time to get the hang of thingsl
An the aafantry but headquarters
sent his records to Washington. Het
was commissioned a captain and '

r

Feed Oats

Feed -Wheat.

WE ARE BUYING'SOUND...DRY
WHITE AND YELLOW
a

EAR CORN

MISSOUP1 GRAIN COMPANY
Union City, Telinesste
Phone 618 or 991

Lost and Found _1
NANCY

LETTERHEADS
ENVELOPES
HANDBILLS
POSTERS
TICKETS
CANDIDATE CARDS
RULED-TORMS
PRICE

3.4

IS

FOR RENT - 3-room unfurnished
private apartment. Phone 1170-W.
08e
or call at 504 Vine

See Us About It!

1 -Roof of mouth
2-Makes speech
3-To lament
Dejected
11- More absurd
0---elte rider& of

belies

For Rent

PRINTING

.

FOUND-Dark bay horse, two
white hind feet, star on face. Came
about Sept. 23--Dan McDonald, on
Noah Enoch farm
near Lynn
08p
Grove.

Tutti Footi

WHY DON'T YOU STAY
FOR LUNCH, PEEWEE?

GO CALL HERO:
ON THE PHONE

OH, DEAR -'-BETTER GO
HOME--

- IT WOULD

TAKE A

WEEK FOR MY VOICE
TO &O THROUGH
ALL THAT
TANGLE

BUT MY
MOTHER'S
EXPECTING
ME

SICK BENEFITS EXTENDED
TO 111.004011 WORKERS

research
CHICAGO (U.P.0 -A
organization seys that about 15,000.000 American workers are
for cash payments when they
ilegb
are off the job beeteise of sickness.
The-- eleseareh Couneil-feasEee-•
nomie-Security said the payments
• are made by employers and are
• "part of industry's effort to pro•
• tect the security of the American
• worker."
•
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
e
The council noted that the_I5.•
WEDDING INVITATIONS
• 000.000 werkers represent abottt
• half of all American employes coy• ered by unemployment compensaANNOUNCEMENTS
• tion laws.
RUBBER STAMPS
•
• The council said cash payments
INFORMAL NOTE PAPER
• during sickness take two forms:
•
• group health and accident insurBOOKLETS
•
• ance, and paid sick leave granted
CATALOGUES
• by employers.
•
•
LEDGER SHEETS
•
Jerusalenes famous Dome of the
•
e Rock, built about 1.300 yeers ago
BANK CHECKS
• over the ancient Hebrese altar
•
• stone at the center of Herod's
•• Temple, is decorated with 45.000
•
• tiles, some of which are 500 years
old.
• It takes only a nickel's worth of,
• electricity to move a barrel of
•
North Fourth Street
Telephone 55 • crude oil 1,400 mile* through pipe
• lines

By Ernie Bushatinatt

C.

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Lisors

• F7.4•-•

-

ABBIE an' SLATS

Changing Quarters

By Raehura Vats Bureo

•

_
SHE'S YOURS NOW, YOUNG
-ANO THERE SHE GOES::: TN'
FELLER. IT'$ UP T' YOU T' SUPPORT GIRL WHO HAD A CHANCE T'
HER AN' DON T EXPECT NO H - P
MARRY ME.'
FROM ME. ,

I- /- STOPPED IN -JUST TD SELL
THAT'FARMER-A TELEVISION SETAND NOW-I'M MARRIED TO-HIS DAUGHTER

7 wHAT'S SO
FL.N :•I

?

LEDGER & TIMES

aN,

Murray Live Stock Company

its. Sc, U.P.41•••••• 4,411••.., •
Oi-AP naps•
U. S

The Best Market in West Kentucky
LI'L ABNER

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

By Al Capp

Pearly Gates, Open Wide ! !

51

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK
SALES REPORT FOR OCT. 5, 1948
924

Total head sold

Grass EarBoye

Pat Cows
Canners and Cutters
Bulls
Milk Cows, per head
• •.
Fancy Veals

RECKON IT'S (SQB.i

F F-CCCARD MARCH, LI'L SH MOOS."
YO'IS EASIER T' KILL IN GROUPS

UNAMERICAN 0'1'1E.,
T'CeRee OVER es/NUT'S
HAPPENIKI'
-r THEM
SWEET,
LOVABLE,
4
tI'L

0'S1X-Ti-1' MAN SAID

25.60

No. 2 Vests

8.60- 21.00

Throwouts

00.7 4.00
16.00- 19.6b
10.00- 16.50
16.00- 21.00
90.00-226.00

marrossommegalkammesiemmessi

•
HOGS
190 to 260 pounds:
180 pounds
160 to 170 pounds
136 to 150 pounds
Sows'

SHriocr.;.r.'

22.50
21.75
21.00
20.00
20.50 Dow,n

32.50

No. 1 Vitals

31.00

•••••0
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Lassie at Home

lee prosp.scis ,Lf a new
•
e. of finished ste,.

HOUSEWIVES WAIT
FOR PRICE DROPS
' "TO HIT MARKETS
Its

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

TIM LEDGER & TIMFS, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

_

s..1.1 that grains
,,tne, electric.:
reaohe,i •'
'
der
....reper Cr 1. •
: • •i

I 11111*A. r**-',.

•

Vnit

SECURITY COUNCIL
VOTES TO AIR
BERLIN DISPUTE

S_23

"
s d5.

I.

ri
tbe fl.‘or intnted:,.
te
‘kltich the Cr'.,'
•
d • 1-1_ce the Be:
the NV, stern ,po'K err'
t CIA
• - 4rocor ' Russia or, its agenda. Vishihsky
t. Say put I said.
T,ki-

r.

%,

ft,
fn tr. 2 •
50 'meat .;
beef w
7
! r ,
Me-itt-5
dicti ;ns
int.. •

'
i
The Seele• delegation v. isties
am
Ar'
me., -tale that .t will not participate in
the &Alb.:a'fors of the Security
a Council

it was- ne-t uronediatel-y elesar.
however. whether Vishinsky actuelly would walk out of the ,Coun.,h.J
cil meetir.gs. as Soviet de-legate
leve:::ng-eff
t.
Gromyko.did in 1946 on the
Wier F'y. Jr .
:Iranian issue, or would remain in
for the
r
the sessions but refuse to take part
sr rr, b .t'
I
will be
•t f the in the dicu'ssions
Ukrainian delegate Dr':•-i 'Man7
year :it'd ,
no
immediately' made
Howley 1.7-I.Lk ; uilski
"jar to Vish:! sky S.
abl•
,-.f !The Ukraine had been the only
ded tbi,t
,w
busiress 1.-e .
high voted with Russia
:n.
.-•.! be n::tion
Cause .cf
;
..t•
-,Eanst the Berlin question on the
streng'th
f
714
et' 7. rric-'ag,•!' da
- and p,ilitical f !tees"
Both Vishinsky and Manuilski reThc,
renined in their Seats after making
in its monthly bt.;:,..e.n thit de tin. their ar.r.otincements. and Argentine tag prices e.f
c tt. .77,
dr!egate Juan Bramuglia. Chairman
r more fav rt.b1.
Cour.cil iintr.edi.itely ad7:" - re

5.-

CM-DE JUIMAN, Jr.' visits Lassie and Meets the
canine star's two pups. Claude and Lassie are chutna
In "Sun in the Moraine." M.G-M Technicolor film
starring Jeanette MacDonald, Lloyd Nolan, CIa
and Lassie.

pre•1-.y

RADIO WEATHER,
Yes, this is the time to get your radio. The
air will be full of interesting programs this
Fall beginning with the World Series today.
Come in and make your selection now

A FAMILY AFFAIR—Alays Daack (left), a junior at Carthage College. Carthage, Ill,, makes his wife and son perform
a freshman hazing ritual on the campus.- Mrs. Daack, a
former Marine, has enrolled as a freshman to take a home
economics course. while Jim (right), 17. also starts his first
year of college. The head of the family, a Navy veteran. is
working 013 a pre-medical course. The Daacks are from State
Center, Iowa,
making more'inflation, But, be-cabseso many people believe the things
that are not true, we have an even
more serious satiation.
.Remedies based on mistaken or
false diagnosis can actually kill the
patients they are supposed to cure.
And our government will never_
follow a sound course of action to
correct economic evils so long as
people believe so many things that
are not true.

BRAVES' SS MEN - Southpaw Warren Spahn (left) and
right-hander Johnny Sam, two of the best pitchers in the
business, provide the confidence for Boston Braves fans who
feel their team will win World Series. They operate with little
rest between gtunes, a fine asset for the seven-game classic.

GOOD
BS,

rt

The truth is that over -the past
.eighteen years less than 4 pennies
out of- every dpllar of national income have gone to profits. Over
in Peoria, Illinois
30 pennies out of the same dollar
have gone to workers.
Even in 1947. hailed as a year of
great profits. -and even including
a large portion of those reported
MR. BASEBALL—Although
profits which are not actually prohe won't take part in the fits.-less than 6 pennies OUt,of the
MAYFIELD
World Series, Stan Musial, income dollar have gone to profits.
of the St. Louis Cardinals, According to President Truman'.at the
enjoyed probably his best
own Economic Report to Congress,
STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY OFFICE
campaign in 1948. nailing
the 1947 profits for industry are
212 EAST BROADWAY
only 5 1-2 pennies out of every doldown all the hitting and
On OCTOBER 7 and 8
lar of industrial income And no
slugging titles with the
one can explain the huge rise in
exception of the home-run
prices with total. profits that are
department,
Ofteatopt
less than .6 reelinles out of every
dollar of price. •
OPENINGS INCLUDE:
But, what happened to the 5 1-2
LATHE OPERATORS
DRILL OPERATORS
pennies of profit?
PUNCH PRESS HELPERS
MILL OPERATORS
AMERICAN WAY
According to the United States
CHIP WHEELERS
WELDERS
tax returns, more than 70 per cent.
BURRERS
WILDER HELPERS
WHO REALLY GETS THE
of all dividends, interest and
HAND TRUCKERS
ASSEMILERS
PROFITS
rents- that is. of all returns On
AND MANY OTHERS
By Dr. Alfred P. flask!
investments goes to people whose
SIDE 'EM. COWBOY!-Hls feet planted not too firmly atop
"Is it right for 2 per cent of the incomes are less than $100 a week.
two unsaddled and unbridled horses, Byron Hendrick. of Los
Beginning factory jobs, requiring no experience, pay
people to own 99 per cent of the The widows, orphans, machinists,
Angeles. goes through his paces at the World Championship
wealth?" asked a student who.wai unskilled workers, butcher, baker
from $1.16 to $1.23 per hour, plus nine cents extra
Rodeo being held in Madison Square Garden, New Ycrk.
majoring in statistics wherfl spoke and the candle-stick maker-people
for working either second or third shift. Skilled jobs
at the American University in in all walks of life at the low end
pay proportionately more. Pay5vx11 also be received
of
the
income
scale-get
more
than
years
several
Washington. D. C..
so frightened. Every night then ago
70 per cent of all income from infor six non-working annual holidays.
she brought a hoc in the house afvestments.
"No. indeed! It would be very
ter she understood -ihem say that
PAM Iron's your opportunity_bk_sttitartsd on a
me.,,c that the common---L-.
they •could break in at the window. -vcrorur.--f replied. But, h t
people own more than 70 per cent
good paying job where there is steady employment
do?"
you
'think
they
One neighbor said not bring 'the
of the income-producing wealth.
and
opportunity for advancement.
saying
it,"
"Why,
everybody
is
hoe in the house and another offerKy. Belle came and bawled the I ed her an Ix. They might break said the student. looking around at To that we must add their personal
possessions, and we see how utterly
Ole Maid out twice recently' for k out the window but they would a Man who, I was told later, was stupid it
is tc.. say that 2 per cent
"CATERPILLAR" FOLKS ENJOY:
one of his instructors
not writing the piled up news.
leave beheaded.
of the people own most of the
specializing
student
from
a
This
She had the flu the past week
Also there were two more strange
wealth. It is exactly the other way
GOOD PAY
OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN AND ADVANCE
and Mitten Lewis lti6Ved home! happenings this gumrner. One at the in the one branch of economies in around.
EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT PLAN
from Paducah and until s:ime more home qf_Jones Orrenear Outland which. presijmably, -Ircrth and acIn no other country of the world
buildings are conipleted to have . school. One night Mrs. Orr was curacy are respected and even wor- does the common man fare as well
Voluntary Group Insurance
Complitt Mickal Program
5i4iper and Mr. and Mrs. shipped' To make matters worse, as he does in America We shall do
and Surg.cal and Hotroom for the belongings don,t-ineye cooking V•c•t,ont rah Pay
had
there
and
instructor
just
sat
his
p.talriat.on
lot
Jones
Orr
were
in
l'ot Lurches at Low Cost on
the
bedroom,
'brace. enly a path fr.m one door to I
even better, of course, but what
Sell
sad
Family
denumstrated
as
-I
to
say
nothing
Clean, Modem Caleter.as
the other and don't have time for and a strange man walked into the
folly it would be to let a few
much news now: but will scribble, dining room and Mrs. Orr fainted. the falseness and folly of the state- covetous malcontends destroy our
a few items tonight as I have to;Then one night near Hardin a ment quoted by his student.
prosperity by whispering lies and
Even a falsehood has the force misleading millions of honest Amerwork overtime during the day. Ky.!stranger came into the house of
Belle is coming again soon and I Mrs. George Green's relatives and of fact if enough people believe it. icans who share in the most proIt is astonishing what nonsense ductive economy in the world!
the Ole Nfa,d will sull if she is 'frightened them badly.
SlOrria
ILLINOIS
riled up about .the news, ho. but ; Heard a beautiful song ton tCe people can be led to believe when
want
to
believe it.
'snowy days she will not Miss a'radio,
"Gathering Flowers for they
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
week I don't get too busy to read Jesus' Bouquet and will soon get
Surveys and public, opinion polls
tie daily- paper though. Ky. Belle. the ,record.
reveal that the great majority of
I have a new shide of ink, but the; The past -week' while Hatten people think that big business men,
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